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OVERWATCH FOR MICROSOFT 365 SECURITY
A CONTINUOUS OPTIMISATION SERVICE
 

 

Service Overview

 

The Overwatch for Microsoft 365 Security service is the next generation of security posture management – 
it improves on the former Artemis service by providing customers with a near real-time strategy tailored for 
their business, to improve and enhance their M365 environment. The Overwatch service is driven by our 
award-winning Microsoft Security Practice consultants, who specialise in Microsoft Security strategy and 
deployment across the full security stack. 

While Artemis focused on a point-in-time assessment, Overwatch provides the same initial assessment 
boosted by monthly engagements to provide guidance and assistance in driving constant security 
optimisation for the business. The assessment guides the customer through Microsoft business-critical 
security applications that are essential for their business and assists with deployment planning, proof of 
concept, business adoption and long-term platform maintenance.

Using a live security risk and business impact register designed by our expert consultants, and tailored to 
the customer’s environment, helps to monitor progress over time and satisfy board level management 
reporting needs.

Initial Assessment 

Overwatch starts with a security baseline assessment of the customer’s environment to build out a detailed 
security and business impact register addressing applications, data, devices, and identity. We first collect 
data from their Microsoft 365 platform, so that we can better understand what applications they currently 
have deployed. 

This information is essential for the initial security assessment, which provides our consultants with a 
point-in-time, baseline view of their security posture. This view acts as the starting point for their journey 
toward future optimisation. We also factor in the customer’s short and long term plans for cloud adoption, 
to support the business impact prioritisation aspect of the register.

Monthly Engagements

Throughout the duration of the service, we continually look at and update the security risk and business 
impact register, prioritising tasks within the register based on the requirements of the customer’s business 
and their security posture.

Through monthly consultations with one of our Microsoft Security experts, we review the register and 
outline key tasks for the month ahead, which will contribute to their continuous security optimisation. This 
ranges from deploying inactive security solutions for which they have licenses, to understanding new 
functionality and updates within Microsoft 365 that impact their posture, and more. In addition, we will 
guide the customer through the best approach for progressing deployment in a safe and controlled process, 
providing assistance where needed.

Simplifying Security Without Compromise
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The Key Benefits of Overwatch for Microsoft 365 Security

 

Why Choose Threatscape?
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Threatscape is the trusted security partner of enterprise clients who rely on us to secure critical IT assets in 
over 100 countries around the world. We are one of very few dedicated cyber security companies with a 
separate Microsoft Security Practice, and our expertise in this space is reflected in our status as a Micro-
soft Security Gold Partner and the Global Microsoft Security & Compliance Partner of the Year 2020.

Our mission is to create a secure and certain future for our clients. Keeping them protected so that they can 
go about their business is how we know we’re delivering on our promise. To do this, our expert team of 
engineers and consultants use their skills alongside best-in-class solutions to protect, detect and respond to 
the growing threat of cyberattacks.  

Achieve a security standard in 
line with Microsoft best 

practice, and maintain that 
standard throughout lifecycle 

of service

Monthly Reports

The service also includes a detailed monthly report highlighting progress, identifying key priorities and their 
level of criticality which were addressed, and the impact this will have on the business, as well as month on 
month trends analysis demonstrating tasks completed and new ones added. This better enables security 
and IT teams to communicate the value of their investment in Microsoft 365 security at board level and 
demonstrate successful cloud onboarding with a constant security focus.

Gain visibility and control 
across their Microsoft cloud 

infrastructure
.

Demonstrate progress to the 
board with business-driven 

reports focused on risk 
management & trend analysis

“The Threatscape team demonstrated deep knowledge and deployment experience, giving us
confidence in our partner choice. They simplify security without compromise.”
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